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To accompany the petition of John D. Mackay for legislat
relative to costs in certain civil actions. Joint Judiciary.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty-Three.

An Act relative to Costs in Certain Civil Actions.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives in General Court assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter two hundred and sixty-one of the General
2 Laws is hereby amended by striking out section
3 four and inserting in place thereof the following:
4 Section 4- If. in a personal action, except an
5 action begun by the trustee process or an action of
6 replevin, in which an attachment of personal prop-
-7 erty was made on mesne process, the plaintiff does
8 not recover judgment for more than fifty dollars
9 as damages, he shall recover no costs except the

10 entry fee and the fee for serving the writ upon the
11 defendant or defendants. If, in a personal action,
12 except an action, of replevin or an action under sec-
-13 tion fifteen of chapter two hundred and fifty-three,
14 and except actions subject to the preceding sentence,
15 which is commenced in the superior court, the plain-
-16 tiff does not recover final judgment for more than
17 one hundred dollars as damages, he shall recover no
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18 costs, unless the right to an easement or the title
19 to land is drawn in question and the justice before
20 whom the action is tried so certifies, or unless the
21 plaintiff’s claim, as established on the trial, exceeds
22 one hundred dollars and is reduced to that amount
23 or less by set-offs which could not have been proved
24 in payment.


